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Goals

Goals of this course
Learn about the software library deal.II
understand practical aspects of finite element software
use the library deal.II for own computations
Build, document, and present a software project
solve nonlinear, time-dependent and coupled PDEs
use advanced tools in software development (IDEs,
debuggers, ...)
Not:

Teach the Finite Element Method (see 11MMAV0277
Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations)
Learn how to program in C++ (but I am happy to help!)
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Topics

Topics
basics of FEM, structure of FEM codes, algorithmic
aspects
modern tools for software development (IDEs,
debuggers, . . . )
some C++ topics (templates, . . . ) used in large software
projects
iterative solvers and preconditioners
coupled PDEs, block systems
nonlinear problems
time discretization
parallel computations
software engineering practices
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Interacting

For you
Join the mailing lists
Ask questions
Just read and learn
Become a contributor
Smallest changes are welcome! (find a typo?
Documentation of a function lacking? Implement a small
feature?)
Cite deal.II if you use it
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Play Time - step-1 I

1 Create an image of an L-shape domain (add another
function to step-1).

2 Refine the mesh in 1) adaptively around the re-entrant
corner.

3 Create a helper function that takes a Triangulation and
outputs the following information: number of levels,
number of cells, number of active cells. Test this with the
(now three) meshes.

4 Output the mesh as an svg file instead of eps. Open it in
a browser to display it.

5 Create a 3d cylinder and refine it 3 times (globally). Try
outputting to gnuplot format too.
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Play Time - step-1 II

6 Bonus: create a 3d unit cube and create a loop that in
each step a) refines globally once, b) outputs the
number of active cells, c) the amount of memory in
megabytes required to store this mesh (look for a
function called memory consumption()). Do this for 6
global refinements first. How many refinements can you
fit into memory of your computer (typing free in the
terminal tells you how much memory you have)?
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Play Time - step-2 I

1 How does the pattern change if you increase the
polynomial degree from 1 to 2 or to 3?

2 How does the pattern change if you use a globally
refined (say 3 times) unit square?

3 How many entries per row do you expect for a Q1
element (assuming four cells are around each vertex)?
Check that this is true for the mesh in b) (look for row
length and output them for each row).
How does that change with a different mesh?
Can you construct a mesh (without hanging nodes) that
has a row with more entries?

4 Print all entries for row 42 for the original renumbered
sparsity pattern.

5 Are these patterns symmetric? Why/why not?
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Play Time - step-2 II

6 Compute and output statistics like the the number of
unknowns, bandwidth of the sparsity pattern, average
number of entries per row, and fill ratio.

7 Bonus: figure out a way to write the sparsity pattern into
a file that you can either read in using Matlab or write it
as a .PPM image file.
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Play Time - step-3 I

1 Follow the instructions in “Modify the type of boundary
condition” in the description of the tutorial.

2 Now also do “A slight variation of the last point” but use
the value -0.5 for the boundary with indicator 1.

3 Change the setup in 2) to have f = 0.
4 Switch to an L-shaped domain, experiment with a

combination of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
conditions.

5 Bonus: Do “Convergence of the mean”. Can you see the
order h2? Increase the polynomial order (you need to
increase all orders of the quadratures in the program!)
and check the convergence of the mean now.
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Changing boundary conditions

The weak formulation in step-3 reads:

a(u, v) = (∇u,∇v)

Deriving the weak formulation for the Poisson problem gives

−(∆u, v)|Ω = (∇u,∇v)|Ω − (n · ∇u, v)|∂Ω
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Play Time - step-4 I

1 Change the boundary values and the geometry to an
L-shape. Visualize the output in Paraview.

2 Write a function that prints the number of hexs, quads,
and lines in 3d, and only the number of quads and lines
in 2d (printing hexs doesn’t make sense). You might
need template specialization to do this.

3 Run the program with different global refinement levels
(3,4,5), check if the numbers make sense.
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Play Time - step-5 I

1 How do the results w.r.t. to the rates of convergence in
step-3 change?
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Play Time - step-6 I

Ideas (not exhausting)
1 Read the introduction.
2 Switch to vtk output (in the DataOut not the GridOut

part).
3 Output solution without the call to
constraints.distribute(). What happens?

4 Change the fraction of the number of cells to be refined.
5 Use different preconditioners and find one that works

well for you.
6 Try different meshes. (Maybe follow the ideas in the

step-6 “Possibilities for extensions”)
7 What is the effect of "Assert" in combination with

"ExcInternalError"? What happens if you ask the
Coefficient class for a value at component 1?
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Play Time - step-6 - Hanging node
constraints I

1 Create a mesh containing two cells and refine one of
them.

2 Print the ConstraintMatrix (Q1 elements, you
should get 2 constraints).

3 Print the sparsity pattern with
keep_constrained_dof∈ {true, false}.

4 Print the system matrix.
5 Now take a look at the ConstraintMatrix with Q2

elements, why is there a constraints xi = xj?
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Play Time - step-7 I

1 Switch to vtk output. Compare the differences of build
patches(k) for Q2 output for a fixed mesh (not too
fine) where k = 1, k = 2, and k = 4.

2 Check convergence order for global refinement for Q3
and Q4. Does it work as expected? What changes do
you need to make to make it work? Any suggestions on
how to make a program “order independent”?

3 Create a plot (use gnuplot or open office) with number of
unknowns on the x-axis and L2-error on the y -axis (both
log scale) and plot lines for Q1 adaptive refinement, Q1
global refinement, Q2 adaptive refinement, and Q2
global refinement (or more if you want).

4 Bonus: switch to release mode and find the best order
Qk (accuracy vs. time).
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Play Time - step-22 I

1 Test different viscosities. Plot the solution also as a
vector field and using streamlines.

2 Create a SparsityPattern for all DoFs (not a
BlockSparsityPattern as in
make_grid_and_dofs()) and compare with and
without DoFRenumbering::component wise(dof
handler). Use a coarse mesh.
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Play Time - step-26 I

1 Run it and visualize the result in Paraview. Pick the
pseudocolor scale as fixed from -0.01 to 0.01.

2 Implement the correct boundary conditions and right
hand side to get the solution:
u(x , y , t) = sin(πx) + 5 cos(πy) sin(10t) with t ∈ [0,1].

3 Make sure you start with the correct initial condition
u(x , y ,0).

4 Let it run and look at the solution.
5 Fix the problem that we are not reaching the final time T

exactly (what is a robust way to do this?).
6 Implement a way to loop over different time step sizes

(1/4,1/8, ...,1/1024) in one run.
7 Verify that the temporal error is O(τ) for implicit Euler

and O(τ2) for Crank-Nicolson.
8 Verify that the spacial error is O(h2).


